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Hunkered Down Homilies 

“Resilience” 
Friends, 

I was driving down the highway this week 
when I noticed a particularly foul smell.  
Living in Duplin County as I do, foul smells 
are not unusual. Our county is home to 
numerous turkey and chicken farms which 
have their own unique “fowl” smells, not to 
mention the hog “lagoons.” 

But in this area of the county there are no poultry or pork farms.  Instead, lining the 
highway are dozens of trees covered with beautiful white flowers. It dawned on me that 
these magnificent Bradford pear trees were the source of the “nosebleed” odor. 

As beautiful as these Bradford pear trees are, they are actually terrible trees to plant in 
your yard. Besides the awful smell of the blooms, they displace native trees and plants 
and actually kill other vegetation near them. The worst part, however, is they are 
notoriously fragile. A hurricane, ice storm or even a strong wind will break off branches 
and split entire trees. They are not what you would call “resilient.” 

Resilience is a quality in people as well as plants.  It is the ability to stand strong in the 
face of opposition. It is the strength to bend under pressure without breaking.  It is the gift 
of being able to bounce back after difficulties. Paul describes resilience in his letter to the 
church at Corinth. “We are hard pressed on every side, but not crushed; perplexed, but 
not in despair; persecuted, but not abandoned; struck down, but not destroyed.” (2 
Corinthians 4:8-9) 

Paul makes it clear that his resilience is not due to natural fortitude nor sheer 
determination. He readily gives credit to His Lord, saying, “This all-surpassing power is 
from God.”   

We have all needed resilience during the past twelve months. Covid-19 has put pressure 
on every aspect of our lives. Natural disasters, political chaos, personal losses and 
spiritual challenges have all required extra strength in order to keep on keeping on. 

Through it all, we have found God’s grace is sufficient for each day. Look around you. We 
are still standing! 

 


